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Call for Papers and Conferences

- “The turn to the right wing, intervention and insecurity” in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
- “Culture as Decolonial Resistance and Power” at the University of St Andrews

Talk & Other Events

- “Public space, public sphere, and publicness in the Middle East” (8-9th March, Cairo)
- Algeria and the Hirak: What Next for the Country? (March 12th, LSE)
- The Politics of Refusal and Impossibility in Arab American Studies (April 3-5th, San Diego CA)

Recent & Forthcoming Books

- The State in North Africa After the Arab Uprisings by Luis Martinez

Journal Articles & Other Academic Articles

- Local Activism in post-2011 Egypt by Nadine Abdallah
- Against Abandonment Activist-Humanitarian Responses to LGBT Refugees in Athens and Beirut by Ali Reda and Philip Proudfoot
- Demonstration Effects: How Hirak Movement is Reshaping Algerian Politics by Amel Boubekeur
- Tehran’s Universal Studios by Zep Kalb and Masoumeh Hashemi

News Pieces & Commentary

- Israel's Netanyahu falls short of parliamentary majority, Al Jazeera
- Palestinians protest as Israeli bulldozers clear land, Al Jazeera
- Iraq's political scene fragmented as time runs out for prime minister designate, Al Monitor
- Hosni Mubarak (1928–2020): The rise and fall of Egypt’s longest-ruling president, Mada Masr
- Idlib, a refuge no more: Stories of Syria’s displaced, Mada Masr
- Tunisia’s Parliament approves gov’t of PM-designate Fakhfakh, Al Jazeera
Positions & Opportunities

- **Assistant professor in Media and Culture, University of Amsterdam**
- **2020 APSN Conference Travel Grants, The Arab Political Science Network**
- **International Graduate Summer School**, Arab American University, Palestine
- “Dis(order) in the Middle East: Space, Power and Politics,” Summer School, Department of Culture, Politics and Society, University of Torino
- **Senior Lecturer / Lecturer in Political Economy**, University of Edinburgh
- **Post-doctoral Fellow Positions in the Research Project "Striking from the Margins: Religion, State and Disintegration in the Middle East"**, Central European University, Budapest
- **One-year Post-doctoral Fellowship in Middle East Studies**, University of Southern California, Los Angeles